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[57] ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus is disclosed for obtaining si-
multaneous tracking data from two ground stations
relative to a spacecraft, and in particular for obtaining
two-way range and doppler measurements with, re-
spect to the spacecraft using only one' transponder on
the spacecraft. The technique employs simultaneous
transmission from two stations to produce a return sig-
nal with upper and lower sidebands resulting from the
interference of the two transmissions. A transponder
transmits the upper and lower sidebands centered
about a carrier received by both stations. One station
tracks the carrier and the other tracks a sideband
aided by the carrier.

10 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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SIMULTANEOUS ACQUISITION OF TRACKING the result is a measurement of two-way doppler relative
DATA FROM TWO STATIONS to the second station but still with an error term requir-
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION ing the estimation of the frequency of the first station.
OK1U1N Uh I Hb I N V t N I1UN That error term is eliminated by combining a normal

The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 three-way mode carrier signal at the second station
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- which,of course, includes the frequency of the first sta-
ject -to the provisions of Section 305 of the National tion with a doppler shift from the first station to the
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law transponder and a doppler shift from the transponder
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). tothe second station. That is accomplished by tracking

n A / - f < ~ D r > i i M r > nc TUC iM\/cMTir>M 10 the carrier of tne transponder at the second station,
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION multiplying it by a constant, (G-l )/G, and combining

This invention relates to simultaneous acquisition of the product with the frequency of the transmitter in the
tracking data from two stations relative to one space- second station through a mixer to provide a reference
craft, and more particularly to obtaining such tracking signal for doppler extraction. When both stations in-
data using only one transponder to transmit a return :15 elude binary valued ranging modulation in the signals
signal to both stations in response to independent trans- ibeing transmitted, the ranging data from the first sta-
missions from the separate stations. • tion will .be modulated on the .downlink carrier, as in

For some time, there has been interest in obtaining 'normal ranging from the first station, and the ranging
simultaneous, .or nearly simultaneous, tracking data data from the second station will inherently be modu-
from two ground stations relative to one 'spacecraft, ilt 20 slated on the sidebands created by the beat frequency
has been assumed that these data would ̂ require the.ac- signal of the two range station signals received at the
quisition of three-way data systems,'or alternating the transponder,and modulated on the -downlink carrier,
uplink transmission assignment. A three-way data'sys- The second station may therefore obtain ranging data
tern is 'very sensitive to inter-station timing synchroni- directly from the-sideband being tracked,
zation and master oscillator frequency errors. Alternat- 25 nPSPRlPTION OF THF DRAWINGS
ing the transmission assignments;is also an undesirable BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
solution 'because it complicates the operational se- iFIG. 1 illustrates an ^exemplary embodiment of the
quences and requires tight control ofithe transponder's present invention,
electrical path length 'variation. iFIG. 2 illustrates a typical-arrangement for a doppler

For true simultaneous data,'the obvious .approach 30 extractorforthesystemof-FlG.il .
would'be to implement'two independent transponders :FIG. 3 illustrates a typical arrangement for a tran-
in.the spacecraft.'Such.an approach would allow track- sponder ranging channel for the system of FIG. 1.
ing by two stations simultaneously, and would consti- DFSORIPTION OF THF PRFFFRRFD
tute a multiple access tracking system/but the cost and PMRnniMFNTS
power requirements of such an approach seem quite 35 tMBOL>IMbNI5>
out of the question in realistic-space projects. Yet, Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a first
there is a need for-simultaneous tracking from two .ground station 1 and a second ground station 2 for
ground stations. It is therefore necessary'to seek other tracking a spacecraft 3 having a single transponder 4.
ways of obtaining simultaneous tracking data. It is the As shown, station 1 is .in two-way communication with
object of this invention to provide some new and eco- 40 the spacecraft for normal tracking. A transmitter 1L

' nomic way to obtain simultaneous tracking data with- operates with binary-valued ranging signal modulated
out using more than one transponder, and without al- on a carrier of frequency/,. The transmitter also pro-
ternating transmission assignments between two vides a coherent reference signal at the frequency/, for
ground stations. the doppler extractor 12. That reference signal is multi-

si I M M A R Y OF THF INVFNTION 45 plied in a fre1uency multiplier 13 by a constant, G,SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION equa, tQ a turnaround frequency ratio of the spacecraft
This and other objects of the present invention are transponder, typically 240/221.

achieved by employing two. ground stations for trans- The signal received by the transponder is at a fre-
mitting simultaneously while independently employing quency/, shifted by one-way doppler. This frequency
a frequency.at the second station sufficiently removed is multiplied by the factor G and retransmitted. When
from the frequency of the first station so there will be received back at station 1 by a carrier receiver 14, it
no interference with the first station's effort to track has again been shifted by doppler producing a received
the spacecraft. The two signals from the ground sta- frequency at station 1 of/,,
tions produce a beat frequency at the transponder _
which is the difference frequency between the two •"' ~ (jLii*'Jiv\
ground station signals. The transponder tracks the car- (i)
rier signal from the first station by means of a phase-
locked loop and retransmits this carrier signal after co- where
hcrently multiplying its phase by a constant, G. Spaced ,- G = spacecraft transponder frequency turnaround
around this retransmitted carrier are sidebands modu- ratio
lated by the phase detected signal of the beat signal Du = one-way doppler shift from station 1 to the
which may have modulated on it independent binary spacecraft = (1 — |p(,/c 1)
valued ranging signals from the two stations. The first ' D,, = one-way doppler shift from the spacecraft to
station tracks the downlink carrier from the spacecraft. 65 station 1 — (1 — [p,,/c])
The second station tracks one of the sidebands on the p =, radial velocity of spacecraft
downlink carrier. After performing doppler extraction Note that the order of paired subscripts 1, s and 2 de-
on the sideband signal received at the second station, note the points and direction of signal propagation as
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between station 1 and the spacecraft, s, and between Referring first to just the doppler tracking data rela-.
the spacecraft and station 2. • tive to station 2, it should be noted that either sideband

The output of the receiver 14 is also applied to a can be selected for the tracking function. The upper
range extractor 15. There the range signal is detected sideband is selected for purposes of illustration. At sta-
and the time difference between the transmitted range 5 tion 2, the normal three-way carrier frequency of Equa-
signal and the received ranging signal, is determined in tion (2) is present with the upper sideband of Equation
the usual manner to provide range data. (4), both with a downlink doppler shift Drt, as shown

The corresponding one-way doppler shift between in the following equation
the spacecraft and station 2 is a quantity (1 — lp,2/c]) . fvsa ~ [G D,J, + (/2D2, —/,D,,)] Da = [/, (G—1) D,,
designated Da. The frequency/,2 of the carrier signal 10 +/2 D&,] Da (5)
received by station 2 is then

Since the frequency /2 is known at station 2 where it
/«2 = G D,, D,2 /, was generated, that frequency can be subtracted out of

, (2) Equation (5) in normal doppler extraction. To accom-
15 plish that, station 2 acquires the upper sideband signal

The objective of station 2 is to provide range and through a receiver 24 and applies it to the doppler ex-
doppler data between it and the spacecraft. In order to tractor while the signal at frequency/2 is applied to the
extract doppler data by standard three-way doppler doppler extractor from a transmitter 25. After subtrac-
techniques, station 2 must generate an estimate /, of t ion> tne doppler shift measured is
the carrier frequency/,, multiply it by G, and subtract 20 yfl =/,(G-l) Dt,D# -/„ Up2, + P«]/c)
it from the received carrier frequency, i.e., and subtract
it from equation (2). Carrying out the doppler extrac- thensubtractmg tyu estimate of/, as in Equation (3_)
tion and dropping second order terms, the result is /D- (G-l-)(/,-/,)- (G-l)/, (fp,, + p«]/c) -/2 ([p2,

f -G/ =GD D f - Gf ' +PrtJ/c) <6>

fs2 ~~ Gfi = G (1 — [p,,/c]) (1 — [ptf/c])/, — G/, Such a direct subtraction provides a two-way doppler
/»2 ~~ G/, = G ( / ,—/ , )— [G(p,, + ps2)/c]fi (3) shift measurement from station 2 to the spacecraft and

The true doppler shift is given by the second term of back to station 2' but that stl" ™1ui™s a kn°w'edf of
Equation (3); the error introduced is the quantity given 10 <,he f'equency /• at station 2. The dependence of the
by the first term. This standard three-way doppler tech- ?°PPle

u
r Sh'ft °[ Eq"a''°n (6) °"'̂  Slgn J 3t fre^uency

nique is inaccurate because of this error in estimating {' has been reduced because °f thf. smaller .«»ficient
the frequency of the carrier. To eliminate that error Jr 'ts <erm vis-a-;is th,e corresponding term m the stan-
, .. f . . . .. ... r .. dard three-way doppler of Equation (3). It is evidentthe interference doppler tracking technique of the that the err{)r £ ^^ 4

has been reduced in ma

present invention is provided . 35 nitude to improve\he doppler data to error ratio by a
A earner receiver 21 couples the signal fa to a dop- factor Q/ <£, ,n that ™ usg Qf {he sideb/nd

pier extractor 22 via a coherent frequency multiplier jd d fc hj b frequency technique improves
23. There the signal ,s multiplied by (G-l )/G for rea- ^ d Ie/data at smlo*2 b/that fact

M
Qr. Ass

P
umi

sons which will become apparent from the following Q = 24o/221,the improvement is by a factor of 12.63,
description. 40 wnjcn js a significant improvement. Greater improve-

While station 1 is transmitting at frequency/,, station ment is sti|, jb,e however( as win now be de-
2 transmits at a frequency/2 sufficiently removed from scribed
the frequency /, so that there will be no interference Sjnce the downlink carrier, transmitted by the tran-
with the tracking functions of station 1, and great sponder in a normal three-way downlink manner, is still
enough that the relative doppler of station 2 will not 45 avaiiabie at station 2 in the form expressed in Equation
cause its frequency to cross over the frequency of sta- (2); it is possible to combine that with the sideband sig-
tion 1 at the spacecraft. The latter restriction is trivial na| to form an unexpected result, That is accomplished
because a few kilohertz would suffice, and the fre- by processing the carrier signal from receiver 21
quency difference can be arbitrarily set as great as 750 through the frequency multiplier 23 where the multi-
kilohertz. 50

 pijer js set at (G-1)/G, the result is a signal at fre-
When the signals transmitted by stations 1 and 2 are quency/, (G-l) D,,Da, which is simply Equation (2)

received at the spacecraft, a beat frequency is pro- multiplied by the factor indicated. The result is then
duced exactly equal to the difference between the re- added to the frequency/2 through a multiplier (mixer)
ceived signals, namely f2Dt, - /,£>„. This beat fre- . 26 to form a coherent signal that is at a frequency fc
quency is retransmitted as upper and lower sidebands given by
on the carrier transmitted by the. spacecraft transpon-
der. These sidebands are indicated in FIG. 1 by dotted A =/i (G-l) D.ltDrt +ft

lines on both sides of the lines representing the carrier (71
transmitted to stations 1 and 2 by the transponder 4 at
a frequency G D,/,. The transmitted sidebands/sfl are, That coherent frequency is then used as the reference
of course, at frequencies in the doppler extractor to obtain the difference

f - r n r + i r n rn\ fusB-fc=lfi(G-l)Dt,+f1D!t,} Drt- [/, (G-l) D,.DrtJSB — O IJiJi ± (JiDz, — }\i)tt) , /• i

(4) ^j =— /2 (p^f Pale) (8

These sidebands can provide range and doppler track- That is what station 2 would have determined the two-
ing data relative to station 2. way doppler shift to be if it had tracked the spacecraft
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in the normal two-way manner. Notice that even the
turnaround frequency ratio G which would normally be
required as a multiplier as in station 1 has been taken
care of by this two-way and three-way hybrid imple-
mentation.

The discussion of the implementation has been refer-
enced to the band of the transmitters, typically S-band,
even though the actual process of doppler extraction is
customarily done at lower frequencies in the stations.
However, it is understood that the signals into the dop-
pler extractor can be reduced in frequency by coherent
frequency dividers without loss of data accuracy.

A'typical organization for a doppler extractor will
now be described with reference to FIG. 2. Briefly, the
received signal at terminal 30 is multiplied in a mixer
31 by a reference signal 32 to obtain a difference fre-
quency signal. For example, assuming the received sig-
nal is at a frequency/j., and the reference signal at a fre-
quency fr, the output of the mixer will contain the com-
ponents at frequencies equal to the sum, (/r +/*), and
difference, (fr -/,). A low pass filter 33 filters out the
sum component and transmits the difference compo-
nent for processing in a frequency counter and resolver
34. The latter determines the frequency of the differ-
ence component to establish the measured doppler.
Standard techniques are employed in the counter and
resolver 34 to determine the doppler by counting cy-
cles of the low pass filter output over a known period
and to resolve the phase of the last cycle not completed
within, that period.

To perform simultaneous ranging by this interference
technique, it is important to note a few facts about the
design of a transponder ranging channel which is noth-
ing more-than a wideband video path connecting the
received signal's modulation to a downlink phase mod-
ulator. The received RF signal is restored to baseband
by a coherent detector at the input to the ranging chan-
nel. The overall noise bandwidth of the ranging channel
is about 1.5 mHz. (after detection). The channel has a
bandpass transfer function with a lower cutoff of about
2 kHz and an upper cutoff of about 1.2 mHz. The signal
to be remodulated on the spacecraft downlink is passed
through a limiter to provide a constant modulation in-
dex. Typically, the ranging channel consumes about
10% of the spacecraft transmitter's power when it is in
operation.

Using a transponder ranging channel designed as just
described, the spacecraft essentially returns on the
downlink whatever ranging modulation is sent on the
uplink and is within its passband. Of course, there is
considerable noise also returned on the downlink since
the front-end noise of the spacecraft receiver is also
present in the ranging channel.

A typical transponder ranging channel is shown in
FIG. 3. Briefly, the signal received by an antenna 40 is
coupled by a carrier bandpass limiter 41 to a phase-
locked loop to acquire the carrier of station 1. The
phase-locked loop consists of a phase detector 42, loop
filter 43, and voltage controlled oscillator 44 in a con-
ventional manner. The output of the oscillator is not
required to be at the frequency of the uplink carrier,
but is then multiplied in a phase multiplier 45 by a fac-
tor that will make it equal. The output of the multiplier
is then a local reference signal synchronized with the
carrier of the received signal. That local reference is
used in a phase detector 46 to detect the beat signal re-
sulting from the interference between the carriers from

20

stations 1 and 2 at the antenna and the binary valued
ranging signal modulated on the uplink carrier from
station 1. The detected beat signal includes the binary
valued ranging signal modulated on the uplink carrier

5 from station 2.
The frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator is

multiplied in a multiplier 47 by a constant, and the
product is coupled through a phase modulator 48 to a
transmitter 49. The output of the phase detector 46 is

10 coupled through a low pass limiter 50 to the phase
modulator to modulate the output of the multiplier 47
with the detected ranging information from station 1
and the beat signal which carries the range information
from station 2. In that manner, the downlink carrier,

15 which is controlled in frequency by the phase-locked
loop that tracks the uplink carrier from station 1, is
transmitted as a carrier with sidebands which include
information about range from stations 1 and 2.

In a typical S-band (2,1 15 mHz) system, the voltage
controlled oscillator 44 is operating at a frequency
110.5 times lower, namely at 19.5 MHz. The phase
multiplier 45 then multiplies that frequency by 1 10.5.
The phase multiplier 47 multiplies by 120. Conse-

25 quently, the turnaround frequency ratio, G, is 240/22 1 .
The ranging phase detector 45 has a reference de-

rived from the carrier tracking loop that is in quadra-
ture with the received carrier in that loop. Thus, if a
station has acquired the spacecraft in a normal two-way

30 fashion with a signal of the form sin (2trft), the phase
detector has a reference of the form cos (2irft). The
frequency,/, of course, is the station's uplink frequency
shifted by its one-way doppler to the spacecraft. The
ranging detector, in essence, forms an output signal

35 that is the product of the received signal and the refer-
ence.

Consider now simultaneous ranging from two sta-
tions. The uplink signal is essentially the sum of two
equal power signals, such as

40
SVL = sin (27T/,'/) + sin (27r/2'H-<f>)

60

(9)

where

0 = arbitrary constant phase shift Since station 1 has
acquired the spacecraft phaselocked loop the rang-
ing detector has'a reference of cos (1itf\'t). The
output of the detector is of the form

[sin (2irfi't) + sin (2irft't + <}>)] cos (2irf,'t) = M> sin
(47r/i'0 -I- Vfe sin (2irfi't + 2i7/2'f + <£) - % sin
(27rf1 ' t -2trft ' t-<t>) 10

Because of the bandpass filter design of the ranging
channel, the first and second terms of Equation (10).
are eliminated. The third term is the difference fre-
quency beatnote described earlier.

If station 1 and station 2 how turn on ranging modu-
lation, a fortunate thing will happen. at the spacecraft.
Let 4> t( t ) be station 1's ranging modulation as received
at the spacecraft and </>2(') be station 2's. Hence, the
received signal will now have the form

65 SUL' = sin [2-irft't + 8,(t)] + sin; [2irft't + 02(0+<«
(M)

After detection and filtering in the ranging channel the
signal appears in the form
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S ( l D=%sin[e1(0] + %sin[27r(/2 '-/1 ')(f)+«2(')+*J [/, ([880/221 ]-1 ]
( 1 2 ) . • ( 1 4 )

This is fortunate because when this is remodulated on . •
the downlink the ranging data from station 1 will be 5 This means that a coherent frequency multiplier of
lumped around the carrier, as in normal ranging, and 659/880 is required to produce the same doppler term
the ranging data from station 2 will be lumped around of
the sidebands created by the interference in the ranging _
channel. Since station 2 is actually tracking one of the J

sidebands its ranging data is recoverable and simulta- '0 as was the case in the S-band/S-band tracking. Note
neous ranging can be performed. Of course, one must that the turnaround ratio of the doppler is still unity
worry about sufficient turnaround ranging power being even with X-band interference doppler tracking.
available at station 2. For ranging, the same situation exists for S-band/X-

With this interference'technique, uplink and down- band as'for S-band/S-band. Hence, the same tech-
link spectrums have been created which have addi- '^ niques can be employed without modification,
tional components. It is therefore desirable to analyze Since we have established that two stations can trans-
the effects on the command channel, data channel and mil simultaneously to one spacecraft, it is possible to
normal ranging. The latitude for avoiding unwanted in- hypothesize many variations of the basic invention. For
terference is great because the offset frequency be- example, with station 1 ranging as normal it would be
tween the uplinks can be rather arbitrarily set. Briefly, possible to receive and detect the ranging modulation
the possibilities for interference to the various channels on the three-way downlink at station 2. If hardware was
are discussed below. available at station 2 to reconstruct the received rang-

The command detector in the spacecraft is sensitive ing signal, it could be retransmitted,.back through the
to power on the uplink within about ±2.5 KHz of the -5 spacecraft to station 1. Hence, station 1 would have its
carrier controlling the spacecraft phase-locked loop. normal two-way range data but, in addition, would
No problems are anticipated here because station 1, have range data from station 1 to the spacecraft, to sta-
the noninterfering station, is controlling the loop. Fur- tion 2 and back to the spacecraft to station 1. This may
thermore, as stated earlier, the separation between have the potential for providing very long baseline data
uplinks must be kept great enough to prevent the diur- 30 from two stations with no need to synchronize the sta-
nal doppler from confusing the system. As such, the in- tion clocks. Other variations will occur, to those skilled
terfering uplink will be kept well away from the com- in the art. Consequently, it is intended that the claims
mand channel. be interpreted to cover such variations.

The downlink telemetry channel will have a data- Whatjs claimed is:
modulated subcarrier present at all times while track- 35' 1. A method for obtaining simultaneous tracking data

' ing. Hence, it is necessary that the downlink spectrum from two ground stations relative to a spacecraft or air-
be kept relatively free from interference in the regions craft carrying only one transponder, said stations trans-
near the subcarrier. Since this subcarrier is normally in mitting independently at different stable frequencies
the range of 40 to 60 KHz for S-band, it is appropriate spaced apart sufficiently to allow said transponder to
to keep the interference spectrum well away from the 40 track the frequency of a signal received from one sta-
subcarrier and its harmonics, say above.180 KHz. Dur- tion despite interference from the other station, inter-,
ing encounters the subcarrier is at 400 to 600.KHz. It ference of said transmitted signals produced a beat fre-
is then reasonable to think that the uplink difference quency signal at said transponder, said .method corn-
frequency could be moved down to the range of 50 to prising the'steps of
200 KHz and circumvent problems at that time. Since 45 tracking said transmitted signal from said one station
the difference frequency can be set individually for in said transponder to produce a coherent refer-
each pass, this should pose no obstacle. ence signal,

In the case of ranging, it is hard to visualize problems transmitting a coherent carrier signal from said tran-
with the interference spectrum. Ranging always has to sponder to said ground station at a frequency that
work with the telemetry subcarrier present and the in- 50 is a predetermined constant, G, times the fre-
terference signal should look no different. Analysis of quency of said reference signal,
a particular system will be necessary to determine the phase detecting the signals received by said transpon-
relative sharing of power when the two uplinks pass der with said reference signal,
through the ranging channel limiter in the spacecraft. phase modulating said carrier signal transmitted by

In the foregoing, it was implicitly assumed that the said transponder with the output signal of said
two-way link was at S-band for the typical value of G phase detection, thereby providing a carrier signal
= 240/221. However, there is no reason why a hybrid with upper and lower sidebands,
S-band/X-band tracking system cannot be employed. acquiring said carrier signal and performing doppler
The differences are as follows. extraction at said one station as a measure of craft

Referring back to Equation -(2), the normal three- velocity relative to said one station, and
way downlink to station 2 at X-band would be acquiring one of said modulated sidebands and per-

' forming doppler extraction at said other station as
(880/22l)L>i,L),di a measure Of craft velocity relative to said other

( 1 3 ) 65 station.
2. A method as defined in claim 1 wherein at least

and the upper sideband from interference tracking one of said stations modulates the signal transmitted to
would be at . said craft with a binary valued ranging signal, whereby
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said output signal of said phase detection includes said
ranging signal.

3. A method as defined in claim 1 wherein each of
said stations modulates the signal transmitted to said
craft with an independent binary valued ranging signal,
whereby said output signal of said phase detection in-
cludes a ranging signal combined with said beat fre-
quency signal, and said beat frequency signal is modu-
lated with said ranging signal from said other station.

4. A method as defined in claim 3 wherein said dop-
pier extraction in said other station from a sideband of
said carrier is accomplished by tracking at said other
station the carrier transmitted by said transponder, co-
herently multiplying the tracked carrier frequency by
a constant, (G-D/G, and adding the product of that

... .. .. . , . • i . .u * cmultiplication to a coherent signal at the frequency of
the signal transmitted by said other-station thereby pro-
viding a reference signal at said other station for dop-
pier extraction.

5. A method as defined in claim 3 wherein
said one station transmits at a frequency /, and the

other station transmits at a frequency /„ whereby
the beat frequency signal is at a frequency f^ -
/,D,,, where D,, is the doppler shift from said one
station to said craft and D2, is the doppler shift
from said other station to said craft,

the transmitted sidebands are at frequencies G Duf,
— (fzD2, — /iDu) and the upper sideband fUSB is se-
lected for acquisition at said other station, said
upper sideband being at a frequency [/, (G— 1 )D,,
+ /2D2(] Da,

said signal transmitted by said one station is received
by said other station at a frequency G D^D^fi,

said doppler extraction at said other station is accom-
plished by coherently multiplying said received sig-
nal at frequency G £>,,£W, by (G-l )/G to obtain
a signal at frequency (G-l ) DltD^ft, adding that
signal to a signal at frequency /2 to obtain a coher-
ent signal /,=/, (G-l )D,,D«+/2 for use as a refer-
ence in doppler extraction,

subtracting said reference signal from said sideband
to obtain the difference therebetween, and

detecting the difference with phase resolution to ob-
tain doppler frequency shift of the signal transmit-. , K~ . , M / . 6 ,.ted by said other station at frequency /, as a mea-
sure of craft velocity relative to said other station.

6. A system for obtaining simultaneous tracking data
from two ground stations relative to a spacecraft or air-
craft carrying only one transponder comprising

separate means at each of said stations for transmit-
ting independently at different stable frequencies
spaced apart sufficiently to allow said transponder
to track the frequency of a signal transmitted by
one station despite interference from the signal
transmitted by the other station, interference of
said transmitted signals producing a beat frequency
signal at said transponder,

means for tracking said transmitted signal from said
one station in said transponder to produce a coher-
ent reference signal of the same frequency,

coherent multiplying means for multiplying said co-
herent reference signal by a predetermined con-
slant, G, to produce a carrier signal to be transmit-
ted by said transponder,

means for phase detecting signals received by said-
transponder using said reference signal,
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means for phase modulating said carrier signal with
the output signal of said phase detection means be-
fore transmission by said transponder, thereby pro-
viding a carrier signal transmitted by said transpon-
der with upper and lower sidebands,

means for acquiring said carrier signal at said one sta-
tion,

means for forming doppler extraction at said one sta-
tion « a measure of craft velocity relative to said
one station,

means acquiring one of sard modulated s.debands at
said other station, and

means for Performing doppler extraction at said
other station as a measure of craft velocity relative
to saia otner station. .

7- A system as defined in claim 6 wherein at least one

Qf sajd ^ms .^^ means for modulati the sina, transmitted to said craft with a bi valued rang.
jng sjgna, whereby sajd output signa| of sajd phase de.
tection means in said transponder includes said ranging
signal

8 A system as defined in claim 6 wherein each of said
stations includes means for modulating the signal trans-
mitted to sajd craf, witn an independent binary valued
ranging signal, whereby said output signal of said phase
detection means in said transponder includes a ranging
signal combined with said beat frequency signal, and
said beat frequency signal is modulated with said rang-
ing signal from said other station.

9. A system as defined in claim 8 wherein said means
for doppler extraction in said other station from a side-
band of said carrier includes means for tracking said
carrier transmitted by said transponder, means for co-
herently multiplying the tracked carrier frequency by
8 constant, ( G- 1 )/G, and means for adding the product
of that multiplication to a coherent signal at the fre-
quency of the signal transmitted by said other station,
thereby providing a reference signal at said other sta-
tlon for doppler extraction.

10- A system as defined in claltn 8 wherein said one
statlon transmits at a frequency/, and the other station
transmits at a frequency /„ whereby said beat fre-
quency signal is at a frequency /2D2l -/.D,., where D,,
1S *he

n
do.pP1*r *h'ft f™1",?,81? °ne st.a.tlon. to sald craft

and *>«. » the doppler shift from sa.d other station to
said craft, the transmitted sidebands are at frequencies

^ _ e £
js ^'^ ^ °a ^^ at said ^er station, said

sideband being at a frequency [/, (G-l )DM +
^ j D^ said signa, transmitted by said one station is
received by said other station at a frequency C D..D../,,
and wnerejn

said doppler' extraction means at said other station
includes means for coherently multiplying said re-
ceived signal at frequency G D^D^ by (G-1)/G
to obtain a signal at frequency (G-l) D..D,/,,

means for adding that signal to a signal at frequency
/2 to obtain a coherent signal fe = /, (G-l )D,,Da
+/2 for use as a reference in doppler extraction,

means for subtracting said reference signal from said
sideband to obtain the difference therebetween,
and

means for detecting the difference with phase resolu-
tion to obtain doppler frequency shift of the signal
transmitted by said other station at frequency /2 as
a measure of craft velocity relative to said other
station.

* * * * *




